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CRN CONCENTRATES ON CUSTOM BUILDS 
On the eve of its 50th anniversary, Italian builder CRN is seeing 
plenty of action. It has launched its 191-foot superyacht J'Ade, 
soon followed by a 263-foot flagship, and it reveals details of a 
new 243-foot project. 

Zuccon International Project designed the steel-and-aluminum 
motor yacht J'Ade, with naval architecture by CRN's in-house team. 
"She's very important because she's the first boat from our new 
custom-built line," says Luca Boldrini, CRN sales director. 'When we 
presented Alouette II (ex-Ability), she was very [much appreciated] 
in line and volume and many people wanted the same-we made 
eight near-replicas. Everyone thought we were like Amels making 
Limited Editions. In reality, it was never our business model. So we 

SETZER'S DUAL-PURPOSE DESIGN FOR OUTER REEF 
Setting out to challenge different cruising options 

provides the island-hopping 
owner with a lot more confi
dence and flexibility when 
exploring isolated areas; they 
can slow down more 
and venture a bit 
further from home 
because they know 
they are nimble 
enough to retreat 

stopped this and started to only take orders for custom built boats." 
J'Ade features a floodable lower deck garage, a sun deck 

helipad and a gym. Boldrini describes her styling as cutting edge 
and military. Her delivery is scheduled for spring 2013. 

The next launch is Chopi Chopi, a steel-and-aluminum 
263-footer that will mark the yard's largest-ever yacht. CRN's 
in-house teams worked with Zuccon and Laura Sessa Romboli on 
the design. She wil l be fol lowed by CRN's second-largest yacht, a 
243-footer also designed by Zuccon that will have a beach club, 
wine tasting area, several balconies and a greenhouse. The hull 
is complete and the superstructure is being mounted. Launch is 
slated for spring 2014. www.crn-yachtcom; + 39 071 SOll ll1 

if the weather takes a turn." 
Both U.S.-based companies, 

Setzer and Outer Reef have 
collaborated to grow Outer 
Reef's current lineup. The 
FRP-built Explorer series is 
designed on a semi-displace

ment platform with a 
moderate draft to allow 
for shallow-water 

the notion that long-range 
cruisers are notorious for 
having insufficient speed, 
Setzer Yacht Architects 
created the new tri-deck 
Outer Reef Explorer motor 
yachts with a "dual-purpose" 
hull design that, "supports 
both steady cruising mode 
and what we unofficially call 
'get-out-of-town' mode;' says 
Joshua Setzer. "Having two 
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from 92 to 115 feet. The first 
order for a lOS-footer in the 
series is in final contract 
negotiations with a U.S.-based, 
long-time Outer Reef owner 
who intends to cruise Atlantic 
waters from New England 
down to the Caribbean and 
over to the Mediterranean. 
www.setzerdesign.com; (919) 
859-7014. www.outerreef 
yachts.com; (954) 767-8305 
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